RE: Happy New Year 2022 from The DeKalb Republican Party

Dear <First Name>,
As Americans across the country gather tonight with family and friends, The DeKalb
County Republican Party would like to wish everyone a happy and healthy New Year.
For many it is a time reflection as we mark the end of one year and welcome the
beginning of another year. As Georgians on New Year’s Eve 2021, we were hopeful
that our two Senate Run Off Elections be victorious which would have held the majority
in the U.S. and ultimately Saved America. At the same time in his New Year wishes,
Brandon praised healthcare workers on the front lines and looked ahead to his
prospects of delivering what he has promised will be a transformative first 100 days in
office in terms of dealing with the coronavirus, the battered economy, global reengagement by the US and taking action on the climate crisis. Fast forward to
December 31, 2021 where Brandon not only broke every campaign promise, put
America Last, he is a failed leader with too many dumpster fires to count. Brandon ends
his inaugural year with a 57% DISAPPROVAL RATING. Not surprisingly, 67% of
Democrats DO NOT want Brandon to run for reelection in 2024.
While 2021 was difficult for many Americans, we must also look back on this year with
the knowledge that brighter days are ahead of us – that although our challenges are
great, each of us has the courage and determination to rise up and meet them.
Heading into 2022, Democrats finding themselves on their back foot to retain a slim
majority. Whereas Republicans are increasingly bullish on the prospect of a red wave

that could flip both chambers of Congress and end Democrats’ unified control in
Washington. In Georgia, we have an incredible opportunity to go hard on the offense to
rid out the poison of the Progressives. We can build bridges with the Independents and
widen our tent with all Republicans. This is not just a chance to defend our
governorship in Georgia, it is historical point in time to retain our way of life and
preserve our freedoms. As I said to USA Today in a recent interview, “no matter who
the GOP nominee is next year, Stacey Abrams is the type of Democratic opponent who
will unite all stripes of conservatives come next November.”
It is that spirit that we ring in the new year, and it is that spirit that will energize us to ride
the Red Wave in 2022. Let’s work together to #VoteDeKalbRed and #KeepGARed!
Happy New Year, everyone and have the time of our lives!

Warmest Regards,

Chairman
The DeKalb Republican Party
chairman@dekalbgop.org
P.S. Do not forget to get your tickets for January 15th DeKalb GOP Breakfast featuring
David Perdue! They are selling like hotcakes!

